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The
System has been developed by i-Cog to rapidly detect risk triggers and fraud
at both underwriting and claim levels.

Claims Management Solutions

Without leaving a footprint, all claims, not just those of concern, can be cleansed for
risk triggers against Insurer’s exact and tailored criteria. These customised ‘rules’
ensure all outcomes are bespoke to the client and aligned to their own
environment, processes and risk tolerance.
Claims that are flagged after initial system inspection are passed to an intelligence
researcher for assessment against the Insurer’s set policy and claims criteria. Within
48 hours your claims handlers will be presented with a detailed, yet simple, risk
trigger report outlining findings, detected anomalies and evidenced
recommendations.

Benefits
• Average claim saving of £54,000 (all lines)

• Best system sources available on the market

• Accurately identifies policy and claim risk that
would otherwise have been missed

• Gives claims handlers the live evidence to
challenge suspicious claims

• Low-cost with fixed pricing to ensure total
transparency

• Accelerates genuine claims back to the insurer
for action

• Speed of return

• Claim does not need to be a concern before
washing through i-Detect ®

• Depth of reporting with a before unseen
thoroughness
• No footprints
• System and human interaction

• System can be used at policy inception,
FNOL or after claim notification
• Acts as a perfect platform for the sister i-Option ®
methods of revolutionary claim validation

A Snapshot
The system is not prejudiced to any claim type – all policyholders
and all claims can be cleansed for risk against exact criteria for
each insurer.
During a recent pilot study, 301 household and travel claims from 4
Insurers were subject to i-Detect®. All of these claims were historical
and had recently been settled by the Insurers directly. The system
output resulted in the following:

i-Detect®

Recommended Decline = 65
(Total saving would have totalled = £75,473)
Concerns Present = 137
Proceed to Settlement = 99

Users of the i-Detect® System are currently placed in the most competitive position within the market when it
comes to identifying concerns, understanding their customers and accurately identifying who they are taking on
as an insurable risk.

Interested In Learning More? i-Cog would be delighted to offer interested clients a proof of concept for
i-Detect® to wash an historic claims sample to demonstrate the potential savings that could have been generated.
For further details and case study examples of i-Detect ® in action, please visit www.i-cogservices.com
or call us on: +44 (0) 845 154 6263
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